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Cities in Europe are experimenting new ways to invest in energy
transition and finance green measures at local level. Innovative financing
models are becoming a priority because of lack of public funding
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Cities in Europe are experimenting new ways to invest in energy transition and finance green measures at
local level. Innovative financing models are becoming a priority because of lack of public funding

The pioneering city of Stuttgart, Germany, was one the first to apply an innovative financing scheme back
in 1995 and since then it has been bearing its fruit: energy-efficiency funding has reduced the city’s
CO2 emissions by tens of thousands of tonnes.

The scheme consists of setting up a revolving fund from the city’s budget, using internal contracting to finance
energy efficient measures. A unit of the Stuttgart administration takes on the role of an Energy Service Company
(ESCO) offering energy services to other departments of the municipality.

The savings from lower consumption are later returned to the initial budget line. Over time the budget item
is thus replenished so that, after an initial start-up phase, further funds can be made available for new measures.
The absence of an external contractor cuts out transaction and administration costs.

Stuttgart’s model has been embraced by the European association of local authorities in energy
transition, Energy Cities, which launched the “Infinite Solutions” project three years ago. It is aimed at spreading
energy-efficiency funding solutions across Europe.

Using the same model, cities allocate money to a fund that operates entirely within the city administration,
with no outside involvement. It is designed to help finance energy efficiency measures in public buildings, like
installing low power devices, pumps, ventilators and photovoltaic panels, fixing energy efficient indoor lighting or
building a new heating system, as well as thermal insulation.

The time it takes to get the money back depends on the energy saving potential of the measures
implemented. Public lighting, for instance, is not only energy efficient but it also has a quick return. “When a city
starts setting up such a fund, it will first implement smaller energy efficient measures, with a very short payback
time of two to three years, so that it can reinvest easily. At a later stage, when the fund has proven a worthwhile
scheme for financing building renovation, the private sector or the EU could contribute to this fund”, explains Jana
Cicmanova, project manager at Energy Cities.

One of the towns that decided to apply the Stuttgart innovative model to finance energy efficient measures
is Agueda in Portugal, where the scheme has been adapted to a smaller context. At the beginning of the
year, this town of 48,000 inhabitants set up an internal revolving fund, designed to save electricity and water.

“We have strict rules governing local authority financing. Therefore, we don’t intend to look for other ways to
extend fund”, asserts Célia Laranjeira, head of the division for the environment and sustainable development.

This fund is only used to modernise public facilities, as the Municipality is not allowed to invest in private
buildings. Using this fund, they constructed a new control system for a stadium’s existing lighting installation. The
device reduces the power consumed by the lamps while increasing the light intensity without changing the electric
frequency.

The works are ongoing for installing solar panels at other municipal facilities: schools, a library and a business
incubator. The buildings are all equipped with devices to control energy consumption. Smart metre systems have
been fitted to track water consumption and detect water leakage during the irrigation of public green spaces.

Although the project has yet to be evaluated, the municipality’s specialists expect to save at least 20%
energy in each building to which energy efficient measures have been applied. “We predict for next year the
same amount of investment, coupled with the savings from implementing these measures”, says Laranjeira.

Residential buildings are also on the agenda for the coming years. Stuttgart is preparing an all-round carefree
package for the energy renovation of private homes, including installations of heating systems or
photovoltaics. “The investment costs are pre-financed by the municipal energy service company, while other
energy measures, like insulation, have to be covered by the building’s owner”, explains Philipp Wenzel from the
office for environmental protection, City of Stuttgart.

He expects these measures to raise the refurbishment rate of private houses, as well as the share of renewables.
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For the owners, the advantages are lower energy consumption, and increased building value and living comfort.

Innovative financial instruments such as green bonds and tax increment financing, are becoming a priority
because of lack of public funding. Nottingham in the UK, Valladolid in Spain and Tepebasi in Turkey,
acting as “lighthouses” for other European cities and working together in the Remourban project, will test them
directly as part of their urban regeneration model.
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